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EvolverTM 2.0 
A Genetic Algorithm for Spreadsheets 
Evolver is the first commercially available problem solver to use a genetic algorithm, a promising 
new alternative to traditional linear programming and statistical methods. The program works 
as an add-in to Microsoft@ ExcelTM to solve and optimize virtually any model you can create in 
the spreadsheet. Evolver can handle models involving highly non-linear, random, or noisy data, 
and can even solve some complex combinatorial problems. Users may also include discontinuous 
functions in their models, such as if/then statements, or database queries. 
Evolver searches for the best mix, order, or grouping of inputs by generating thousands of 
possible solution sets or ‘guesses’. Evolver continuously pairs up and ‘mates’ the best guesses in 
an effort to produce increasingly better ‘offspring’ solutions. Over time, the entire ‘population’ of 
solutions evolves toward the optimal solution. This Darwinistic approach to problem solving is 
compute-intensive, and is therefore often slower than traditional methods, but it allows Evolver 
to solve problems beyond the capability of traditional techniques. 
Evolver automatically installs from a 3.5” floppy, and appears under Excel’s ‘Formula’ menu. 
You describe your spreadsheet model to Evolver by indicating which cells contain variables that 
can be juggled, which cell contains the target to be maximized or minimized, and any additional 
constraints. As it is searching for solutions, Evolver will chart its progress in real-time in a 
separate graph window. Another nice feature is the Evolver Watcher, a stand-alone program 
that can show you what is going on during the evolutionary process, and even allow you to 
change some parameters, while Evolver is running. 
For those who are interested in the emerging field of genetic algorithms, Evolver provides 
a good introduction. The familiar spreadsheet environment makes it easy to understand the 
examples, and the manual contains an introductory section on genetic algorithm theory, as well 
as a bibliography of related books and articles on the subject. More importantly, however, this 
package provides a powerful set of genetic algorithms for serious financial planners, operations 
researchers and production engineers. The package includes a complete published Application 
Programming Interface (API), so advanced users can sidestep the spreadsheet completely, and 
write custom applications that directly incorporate Evolver’s GA engines. 
The Evolver 2.0 package is now shipping, and retails for $349. Evolver requires Windows and 
Excel 3.0 or higher. It requires less than 1 Mbyte of disk space, and runs in 50-300Kb of memory 
for most problems. 
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